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Solving Oscillation Problem in Post-Training 

Quantization Through a Theoretical Perspective

Contribution: The PTQ oscillation problem is revealed for the first time → This oscillation is

caused by differences in the capacities of adjacent modules → We propose a novel Mixed

REConstruction Granularity (MRECG) method to solve the oscillation problem → We validate the

effectiveness of the proposed method in ImageNet

Traditional PTQ algorithm ：Occurrence 

of reconstructed loss oscillation

MRECG：Smoothing out loss oscillations while 
bringing accuracy gains

Analysis 1: The equivalence module will make the reconstruction loss incremental due to the 

cumulative effect of quantization error

Analysis 2: The oscillation of the reconstructed loss in post-training quantization is caused 
by the difference in capacity of adjacent modules



The logical/correlation chain

Accuracy ∝ Final error ∝ The largest error ∝ Oscillation

Oscillation ∝ The largest error

The reconstruction loss distributions of different algorithms for 4/4 bit 

configurations on 0.5 scaled MobileNetV2, including Adaround, BRECQ, and 

MRECG.

the more severe the 

oscillation, the 

larger the peak of 

the loss



The logical/correlation chain

Accuracy ∝ Final error ∝ The largest error ∝ Oscillation

Final error ∝ The largest error 

The relationship between the final reconstruction error and the maximum 

reconstruction error of the previous module. We randomly sample a number of 

mixed reconstruction granularity schemes and recover the accuracy using 

BRECQ or QDROP.

the largest error 

is positively 

correlated with 

the final error.



The logical/correlation chain

Accuracy ∝ Final error ∝ The largest error ∝ Oscillation

Accuracy ∝ Final error 

BRECQ [1] and Adaround [2] conduct extensive experiments and perform 

some derivations to prove theoretically and empirically that the final error is 

positively correlated with accuracy.

Empirically:

Theoretically:



Reason for oscillation and impact of calibration 

data batch size

From the left theorem and corollary, 

the oscillation problem of PTQ on a 

wide range of models is caused by 

the excessive difference in 

capacities with adjacent modules.

Reason for oscillation：

Impact of calibration data batch size:

The law of large numbers proves that the 

mean of samples is infinitely close to the 

expectation when the sample size N tends to 

infinity. In other words, expanding the batch 

size of calibration data reduces the expected 

approximation error, thus benefiting accuracy



Optimized Solutions

Smoothing out loss oscillations by 

jointly optimizing neighboring 

modules with large differences in 

module capabilities



Experiments

Comparison of MRECG with state-of-the-art methods. MRECG shows certain superiority on different 

models with different bit configurations. In particular, MRECG has huge gains on small models
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